
How Scotland turned its back on Project Hate 

It was a campaign with all the usual discipline and energy we associate with the SNP. Yet Nicola 
Sturgeon was without doubt the biggest loser in this general election. The nationalists won barely 
more than a third of Scottish votes on Thursday. They lost 21 seats. Voters are now willing to back 
anybody that can beat the nationalists. 

But why? Sure, the prospect of indyref 2 infuriated and galvanised pro-UK voters. But even so, polls 
show that 40% or more of Scots still favour independence. So why didn’t they vote SNP? 

It’s not just the weariness that overcomes all political movements after a period of success. There is 
a deeper malaise that affects nationalism beyond the sterile and repetitive arguments over 
independence. A certain harshness, an ugliness of demeanour now imbues the nationalist 
movement. 

The election strategy was clear: demonise the hated Tories, and by association Britain as a whole, 
and the voters would come flocking. The nationalists coined the phrase ‘Project Fear’ to characterise 
Alistair Darling’s Better Together campaign. Well, here was their answer: Project Hate. 

At her campaign launch Nicola Sturgeon spat out the word ‘Tory’ twenty times in as many minutes, 
as if uttering a curse. The jarring insults come so easily to her mouth now ‘arrogance’, ‘betrayal’, 
‘harsh’. 

At times the SNP’s election campaign seemed to revolve around getting the words ‘Tory’ and Rape’ 
in the same sentence. Forget the arguments on either side. Activists with their banners bayed about 
rape at Saturday street stalls across the country as parents with their children scuttled by on the 
other side of the street. 

It’s no surprise that this kind of message cut little ice with the electorate. And in fact much of the 
SNP agenda was based on obvious fabrication. They campaigned against Tory ‘austerity’ when voters 
know that it’s now the Scottish Government that sets overall level of tax and spend here.  

And as Labour pointed out, the hypocrisy of this is extraordinary when their own plans for 
independence would impose £10 billion pounds of extra cuts to public services. 

Most blatant of all was the effort to downplay the independence agenda once they realised it was a 
vote loser. Few of the SNP leaflets voters got through the door even mentioned independence. This 
despite the fact that Nicola Sturgeon had talked about nothing else between the Brexit vote and the 
moment the election was announced. As Willie Rennie pointed out, she was taking the voters for 
fools. 

Then there is the absurd claim that voting SNP strengthens Scotland’s voice at Westminster. It does 
the opposite. SNP MPs have no influence because the nationalists have no intention to be part of a 
constructive opposition, much less help form a stable government. Telling voters that the best way 
to keep the Tories in check is to vote SNP is plain deceitful. If you don’t like the Tories it’s much 
better to vote Labour or Lib Dem. That way you actually stand a chance of changing things.  

But what shone through all the deceits and empty promises was the sheer nastiness of the 
nationalist campaign. Low level intimidation is now the SNP’s calling card. The vitriol on social media 
is extraordinary. SNP activists bristle with aggression, with their noisy fake-blue flags, their badges 
and their rentamob crowds. Many English people living in Scotland are genuinely afraid of what will 
happen to them if Scotland breaks away. 



All of this is increasingly off-putting to Scots voters who dislike the bombast and resent the bullying. 
Perhaps the best moment of the campaign for SNP’s opponents was the large independence rally in 
Glasgow last Saturday. It reminded everybody of the brashness – the sheer un-Scottishness - of 
contemporary Scots nationalism. 

The reaction has been extraordinary. The real Scotland has roared, and Project Hate has met its 
match.  

Tom Miers is a Conservative councillor in the Scottish Borders 

 

 

 

 

 

 


